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Abstract

introduction

This whitepaper will explore the fundamentals of blockchain technology.  
The history will be discussed as it paved the way from basic cryptography methods  
towards the current standpoint of the technology. A thorough explanation will  
be provided of exactly how it operates and why this has served as the basis of a  
plethora of use cases that are being implemented today. The initial acceptance  
of the technology will also be discussed with a focal point being set on the  
possibilities that are still within reach.

Cryptography boasts a rich history dating back to transposition ciphers that were reportedly used by  
Julius Caesar before Christ. The practice of cryptography at this point in time was usually to conceal  
a message which interested parties would not be able to decrypt. While the encryption of a message  
back then may have come across as revolutionary, the vast potential of these techniques only made  
themselves evident over time. 

In our current era, the need to transfer and store encrypted data is rising at an exponential rate, this does 
not only apply to media and documentation that is commonly shared on the internet but also electronic 
transfers which allow customers to send funds anywhere in the world near-instantaneously. Cryptographic 
practices have granted financial institutions the ability to protect their customers from any cybercrimes by 
providing an unprecedented level of data encryption. The need for this technology is clearly illustrated in 
the graphic below which was published by Arne von See in 2021.

Cryptographic practices have granted  
financial institutions the ability to protect  

their customers from any cybercrimes  
by providing an unprecedented level  

of data encryption.
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the history of blockchain

Blockchain technology incorporates an operating procedure that encompasses far more than just the 
cryptographic methods that are used. In order to understand how the technology works, it’s important  
to be aware of the history leading to the development of the technology as we know it today.

While classic cryptographic methods were found in elementary schools all over the world to conceal  
basic messages, the computer era of cryptography was being developed by the pioneers of the early  
20th century. The transition from traditional cipher storage, such as the written word, to binary, was a  
driving force behind the progress made with encryption methods. This change would allow any form  
of data to be stored in a binary format and encrypted before it is transferred to the recipient. Encrypted  
images, audio files or text entries would all be indiscernible if they were intercepted as the data would 
require a key to decipher it into a recognizable format.

Encryption methods were becoming more advanced as every computational breakthrough was achieved. 
The balance between the available encryption methods and the computing power needed to decode  
the data has always been on a knife edge. Naturally, technology corporations keep this in mind while  
developing new services, however, some industries still lag behind the standard of encryption technology. 

The forefather of modern day encryption, DES (Data Encryption Standard) , made use of a 56-bit key to 
encrypt data which lasted for a couple of years before the method became obsolete. 3DES is still used 
today and triples the protection provided from DES. To decrypt any data, 3 56-bit keys are needed. A  
definite improvement, but still considered hackable. The majority of sensitive data that is encrypted will 
likely not make use of this method today but a large number of businesses and banks still use it. 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was first theorized in 1998 and uses symmetric key encryption to 
protect data. The method takes blocks of 128 bits and converts them to a ciphertext of 128 bits which 
can only be decrypted by the key that the sender used to encrypt the data. This method overshadowed 
DES and was quickly adopted by many industries all over the world. Another cutting edge method is 
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman encryption which is an asymmetric method. This means that the data sender  
will use a public key to encrypt the data while the recipient will have to make use of a private key to  
decrypt it. The method proved to be ideal when the concept of a blockchain was developed.
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How the technology works

Nakamoto conceptualized  
blockchain as a digital ledger that is  
both decentralized and distributed.
“ „

With the basis of the technology explained, the actual operating procedures can be explored.  
Blockchain was initially proposed in a 1982 dissertation, “Computer Systems Established, Maintained, and 
Trusted by Mutually Suspicious Groups.” by David Chaum. Another mention of the technology appeared 
in 1992 when Merkle trees were used to store document timestamps for The New York Times. However, 
the concept of a blockchain as we understand it today only appeared in 2008 in a whitepaper authored 
by Satoshi Nakamoto. 

Nakamoto conceptualized blockchain as a digital ledger that is both decentralized and distributed.  
The ledger would serve to record transactions between relevant parties using the Bitcoin network. These 
transactions would be lodged as discrete blocks of information. A transaction will be requested by the 
sender using the recipient’s public key and a 64 digit hash assigned. In order to process the transaction,  
a reward mechanism known as mining was defined by Nakamoto. It allows the Bitcoin community to earn 
the cryptocurrency if they are the first to correctly ‘guess’ the hash and use their own computational power 
to record the transaction. With the hash verified, the recipient would receive the cryptocurrency and the 
transaction would be visible for all to see. This is illustrated in the image below.
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These blockchain ledgers can either be public, such as Bitcoin, or private. A public ledger is  
semi-anonymous as anyone can view the ledger and find transaction entries that include the owner  
and recipient’s public key. However, it is not possible to determine an individual’s identity from this  
public key alone. In a private blockchain network, the nodes that verify the transaction are established  
and authenticated by the operators of the blockchain. Private blockchains would be far more useful in  
business operations as opposed to the financial capabilities that a public blockchain provides.

Public blockchains make use of a Proof of Work (PoW) or a Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus  
mechanism which provides a high degree of security when verifying transactions. The Proof of Work 
mechanism is completed when the miner arrives at the correct hash for the transaction to be processed. 
The Proof of Stake consensus operates by selecting the transaction validator based on the stake each  
validator has within the specific blockchain. While PoS consumes far less energy, the mechanism does 
favor those who already have a large stake in the cryptocurrency and many consider this a violation  
to decentralized finance.

With the framework of the technology being well established in Nakamoto’s whitepaper, the first  
Bitcoin transaction was recorded in January of 2009. The response thereafter was relatively slow  
as Bitcoin was only spread by word of mouth on a number of online forums. The majority of the  
earliest Bitcoin transactions were actually completed through illicit trade deals on the dark web.  
The anonymity of the currency provided the perfect means to safely exchange for goods without  
having a paper trail to the sender or recipient.

Over time, Bitcoin began to gain some traction with a handful of organizations allowing cryptocurrency 
payments and some mention in mainstream media. The first form of ‘marketing’ to promote the  
cryptocurrency to the public came in the form of the Bitcoin Foundation which was founded by  
Gavin Andresen, Jon Matonis, Patrick Murck, Charlie Shrem, and Peter Vessenes. At the time, the  
foundation took large strides towards conventionalizing the cryptocurrency with an increase in  
value from $13.30 to $770.44 at the start of 2014.

Public breakthrough

In just under a decade, the price of  
Bitcoin has surged in value and become a  

standard investment option for both  
corporations and individuals alike.
“ „

With such drastic growth, it was only a matter of time before the cryptocurrency was noticed by the 
general public. In just under a decade, the price of Bitcoin has surged in value and become a standard 
investment option for both corporations and individuals alike. However, it has certainly not been smooth 
sailing for cryptocurrency traders. DeFi has been met with some resistance by governments and traditional 
financial institutions. Many regulations have been imposed on the trading of cryptocurrencies and some 
countries claim taxes with the new class of digital assets.
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Naturally, competition surfaced for Bitcoin with thousands of cryptocurrencies being created based  
on the same fundamental principles. While a large number of them are considered junk, there are a  
few which have improved upon the technology and provided the necessary scope to actually replace  
centralized financial institutions. Questions were raised whether blockchain had the ability of completing 
the necessary amount of transactions per second to compete with the current standards, the associated  
fees of these transactions, the settlement speed of each and the environmental impact that the  
processing power would have. 

Significant improvements have been made since the Bitcoin whitepaper was released and the open  
source nature of most cryptocurrencies allowed for further advancements to be made. At the moment,  
there are a number of payment networks that are capable of matching Visa’s transactions per second  
while maintaining a high degree of security. The fees associated with these transactions are minute  
compared to traditional methods as the actual processing is completed by a node within the mining  
network. Settlement speeds have also been brought down to mere seconds before a transaction is  
verified and processed. Finally, the environmental impact of the technology is mainly due to the electricity 
that is consumed by the miners of the cryptocurrencies. A fair amount of the power demand is met with 
renewable sources however the impact is still significant. The concern has also been identified by many 
developers who are seeking new methods to validate transactions while consuming the least amount  
of energy possible. 

Blockchain technology has been rapidly evolving since Nakamoto’s Bitcoin established itself as the  
flagship of cryptocurrencies. This was the initial use case of blockchain; a decentralized financial system 
with public records of each transaction but the number of viable use cases has increased dramatically. 
Theoretically, there are infinite use cases for the technology as it provides state-of-the-art security for 
lodging data. While it is predominantly used for financial transactions, other viable use cases are also  
gaining traction.

Financial management

Another branch of the financial sector that could greatly benefit from blockchain technology would  
be in the financial management sphere. The technology would provide the ideal opportunity to establish  
a platform where all trade management information can be securely viewed from a single source. The 
clarity achieved between investment firms and clientele would be unprecedented when compared to  
the industry today. 

At the moment, there are a number of  
payment networks that are capable of  

matching Visa’s transactions per second while 
maintaining a high degree of security.

“ „
Viable use cases
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As a custodian service, Vaultavo has also incorporated the immense potential of blockchain technology 
into the custodian service. While maintaining the fundamental principles of the cryptocurrencies on offer, 
customers are also offered industry leading products to complement ownership of these digital assets.  
The Vaultavo Card allows customers to have a bank grade security access point on hand along with  
the Vaultavo Vault which serves as the holding place for hundreds of Vaultavo Cards. These concepts will  
be discussed in further detail in subsequent whitepapers.

Theoretically, there are infinite use cases  

for the technology as it provides state-of-the-art 

security for lodging data. While it is predominantly 

used for financial transactions, other viable use  

cases are also gaining traction.

“ „
Internet of things (IoT)

As greater computing power becomes increasingly accessible to the general public, a complex  
network between devices, departments, people and things seems to be inevitable. This network is  
known as the internet of things and also provides an opportunity to extend the power of blockchain  
even further. Throughout the internet of things, irrespective of the application, there is communication 
between different nodes in the network. These communications can also be stored in a blockchain  
format that will ensure immutability with logs and allow a far greater degree of security compared  
to what is currently available.

This use case becomes apparent when it comes to the numerous industries who are moving towards 
digitized communication. To mitigate risk to any company and to identify areas of vulnerability, blockchain 
technology can be used within supply chain processes in the form of a private network. This will allow 
relevant parties access to an overview of the relevant process to identify any potential flaws.

Personal identity protection

Perhaps one of the most interesting use cases of blockchain technology would be personal identity  
protection and validation. All identity documents relevant to an individual can be protected by using  
their identity as their own private key. These can be encrypted and users can manage the digital  
documents in a manner that suits them. The majority of internet users have an unbeknownst digital  
twin and a large part of this includes personal information. Blockchain technology could provide  
the means of securing this information.

With technology being incorporated into just about every process of today, it is also more likely that  
blockchain will be used within voting stations and other polls that require strict, democratic outcomes.  
By making use of a blockchain ledger, the possibility of corrupting outcomes diminishes considerably. 
Personal verification procedures become far more secure as opposed to current methods.
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While the numerous use cases of the technology are evidently apparent, it is theorized that the  
technology is still very much in its infancy stages. Radical progression has been made but the format of  
the technology as we know it today was only theorized in 2008. The amount of progress can be attributed 
to the enormous market capitalization of the cryptocurrency industry. This has driven many pioneers to 
enter the fray by optimizing existing processes or by defining new processes altogether. 

The cryptocurrency scene may seem to be the be-all and end-all of blockchain but the broad spectrum  
of use cases may entirely change how we process and encrypt data. While more data is being produced 
than ever before, many tech companies will look to these methods in the near future. Vaultavo aims to 
be at the forefront of this wave of innovation and provides the means for anyone to explore the endless 
possibilities of blockchain.

Endless possibilities

Vaultavo aims to be at the forefront of  
this wave of innovation and provides the  
means for anyone to explore the endless  

possibilities of blockchain.
“ „
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